7 Large-scale species' distributions have been traditionally attributed to physiological 8 traits related to abiotic factors, while behavioural features linked to biotic interactions 9 have received little attention. We tested the relationship between trophic and spatial 10 niche breadths through combining species distribution modelling with dietary DNA 11 metabarcoding of over 400 bats sampled across Europe belonging to seven species. Our 12 results point to a causality cascade between hunting plasticity, trophic niche breadth and 13 spatial niche breadth, and thus indicate that behavioral plasticity and dietary 14 diversification can contribute to shaping broad-scale species distributions. 15 16 Affiliations 17
Introduction 28
The characterisation and comparison of trophic niches have been core topics in animal ecology 29 since Hutchinson's conceptualisation of the ecological niche (1). While traditionally considered 30 important only for local-scale species interactions (2), dietary features have also proven relevant 31 for broader scale species distributions (3). Nevertheless, the link between species' trophic 32 niches and large-scale distribution patterns is still inconclusive (4) . This could be because diet 33 analyses have traditionally relied on particular diversity metrics that overlook some components 34 of dietary diversity, and because until recently, methodological constraints have limited the 35 possibility of performing broad-scale high-resolution diet studies (5). 36
37
Following the advent of high throughput DNA sequencing-based tools, it is now possible to 38 characterise dietary niches across much larger sample sizes, and at levels of detail never seen 39 before (6). DNA-based diversity assessment also enables comprehensive analysis of trophic 40 variation through considering different components of dietary diversity, such as richness (how 41 many prey are consumed), evenness (the balance of the relative consumption of each prey) and 42 regularity (the degree of similarity across consumed prey) (7,8). Richness, evenness and 43 regularity metrics are positively associated with performance in several ecological systems (9) . 44
Hence, we hypothesised that these metrics applied to trophic niches also impact the capacity of 45 animals to thrive in a wider range of environmental conditions, and hence trophic niche breadth 46 could potentially contribute to the shaping of species' distributions. 47
48
To test this, we contrasted broad-scale dietary and spatial niches of a vertebrate system, 49 namely the European bat community. Bats provide an excellent opportunity for understanding 50 dietary and spatial diversity patterns due to their spatial variability and well-studied behavioural 51 traits (10). We collected faecal samples from over 400 bats representing seven species 52 3 captured at 40 locations scattered across the European continent. Faeces of each individual bat 53 were independently analysed through DNA metabarcoding and high throughput sequencing by 54 using two complementary primer sets and three replicates per primer. We used the statistical 55 framework recently developed around Hill numbers (11) to contrast trophic niche measures 56 based on richness (dR), richness+evenness (dRE) and richness+evenness+regularity (dRER). 57
The different species-level trophic niche measures were then statistically related to spatial niche 58 breadth metrics as measured by species distribution modelling, as well as to a range of 59 behavioural traits to assess the causal directionality between dietary diversification and spatial 60 niche expansion. 61
Results

62
The trophic niche of European bats is dominated by Lepidoptera and Diptera 63
After applying all quality filters, the dataset included dietary information of 355 individual bats 64 belonging to seven species (DNA sequencing details in Table S4 ). Using two primer sets, we 65 detected over 3000 different prey taxa belonging to 29 arthropod orders ( Fig. 1A) , though the 66 pandiet of European bats was dominated by Lepidoptera and Diptera ( The distribution models generated (Table S5 ) to test whether trophic niche breadth correlates 100 with spatial niche breadth yielded different spatial projections ( Fig. S3 ) and niche breadth 101 measures for each species. We found that the trophic niche breadth measures accounting for all 102 diversity components (dRER) were positively correlated with the two spatial niche breadth 103 metrics computed, both for each primer-specific dataset (Table S8, We performed a range of analyses to further assess the plausibility of the causal relationship 109 between dietary diversification and spatial niche breadth. We first assessed whether dietary 110 breadths could be broadened passively as a result of spatial niche expansion (21). If the ability 111 to thrive in more distinct environments was driving dietary expansion, we would expect species 112 dietary breadth to be driven by beta diversity, i.e. dietary differences across individuals within 113 species. However, we observed that the correlation between trophic and spatial niche breadth 114 remained significant (Pearson's r = 0.20,t = 3.78, df = 353, p-value < 0.001; Fig. 2B ), which 115 highlights the relevance of alpha (individual) dietary diversity. Additionally, if dietary breadths 116 were passively broadened due to spatial niche expansion, we would expect species dietary 117 6 richness to also increase, as predators are exposed to a larger variety of potential prey. 118
Nevertheless, we observed that the correlation between trophic and spatial niche breadths 119 disappeared when relative evenness and regularity components were removed (Levins' B1: 120
Pearson's r = -0.09; t = -0.20, df = 5, p-value = 0.846; Fig. 2C ). Consequently, these two 121 observations rule out the possibility that dietary breadths are passively broadened as a result of 122 spatial niche expansion. 123
124
We then investigated the relation between different behavioural traits (hunting plasticity, habitat 125 use diversity and roosting plasticity) and spatial niche breadths to assess whether a third factor 126 could be shaping both dietary and spatial niches. We found no significant correlation between 127 any of the analysed traits and spatial niche breadth (Table S9 ), yet we found that hunting 128 plasticity is positively related with the trophic niche breadth of predator species (Pearson's r = 129 0.79, t = 24.347, df = 348, p-value < 0.001; Fig. 2D ). This suggests that the ability to use a more 130 diverse range of hunting strategies, such as capturing prey from the ground, foliage or water 131 surface, in addition to hunting flying prey (10), broadens the functional spectrum of captured 132 prey, which in turn widens the spatial niche. This is the first time that high-resolution trophic (DNA metabarcoding) and spatial (Species 150 Distribution Modelling) niche characterisation identify diet as a driving factor of broad-scale 151 spatial patterns. While ecological niche breadth has been previously shown to predict 152 geographical range sizes, trophic niche breadth has so far only been associated with broad-153 scale spatial patterns in arthropods (4) . The causality cascade between hunting plasticity, 154 dietary niche breadth and spatial niche breadth seems plausible and is ecologically meaningful. 155
Hunting plasticity has previously been linked to adaptability (22), and could directly affect the 156 fitness of bats, for instance by enabling shifting diets when specific prey types become scarce. 157
Trophic niche breadth could also indirectly affect the fitness of bats by, for example, fostering 158 gut microbiome diversification and dynamism, which have been associated with adaptation 159 capacity in vertebrates (23). 160
161
Our results contradict the Eltonian noise hypothesis, which proposes that biotic interactions do 162 not affect species distributions at large geographical scales (2). However, in this case spatial 163 patterns would not primarily depend on the availability of resources as previously shown (3), but 164 8 on the inherent behavioural properties of predators. It is noteworthy that all the patterns we 165 found in this study were recovered from trophic niche measures that considered all three 166 components of diversity. No diversity component alone was correlated with either hunting 167 plasticity or spatial niche breadth, which highlights the importance of accounting for relative 168 evenness and regularity of prey when measuring trophic niches. It is also remarkable that a 169 single snapshot of the diet of individual bats was enough to recover a clear link between trophic 170 and spatial niche breadth, as niche patterns are not always coupled at individual and population 171 levels (24). Overall, our study demonstrates the potential of combining environmental DNA with 172 species distribution modelling and behavioural ecology, to unveil broad-scale ecological 173 patterns and links between different components of the ecological niche of species. Finally, our 174 results also highlight the relevance of diet in shaping broad-scale animal distributions, which 175 supports the use of behavioural plasticity as a relevant feature to predict species' range shifts in 176 response to climate change (25). 177
Methods 178
Data collection and generation 179
We collected droppings from 402 individual bats captured in 40 locations distributed across 180
Europe (Table S1) (Table S14 ). 213 214 Predator species' hunting strategy, habitat-use and roosting data were gathered from 45 articles 215 available in the literature (Tables S12-14) . Plasticity indices were computed by means of 216 Shannon diversity of ecological traits. The species distributions models that characterised the 217 spatial niche of predator species were generated using BIOMOD (35), and niche breadths were 218 measured by means of Levins' B1 and B2 metrics (36) based on the spatial projections using 219 the R version ENMTools (37). For all statistical tests, significance threshold was set at p=0.05. 
